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Recognizing normal faults:
examples from Greece (mostly)

large
small Ts

C. Scholz

BIG and small faults

BIG faults cut through the seismogenic layer
SMALL faults are contained within it



Faults obey rules

In a single earthquake:
slip/length = ~ 5 x 10-5

But cumulatively
(after many earthquakes)
total offset/length = ~ 10-2

Example:

Earthquake of Mw 6.6
M0= 1019 Nm

M0= Au;    u/L = 5 x 10-5

= 3 x 1010 Nm-2;  A=L2

L =~ 18 km;  u = ~1 m

So we expect:
1)a rupture about 15-20 km 
long with about 1 m offset
2)a total offset of ~ 1 km

1981 Gulf of Corinth (Mw 6.6)



Corinth 1981

1m slip...

....at the base of a scarp 1000 m high



Coseismic surface deformation

wavelength depends on position of base of fault (depth and dip)

asymmetry depends on dip (typically about 5:1 to 10:1 for 45o)

amplitude depends on slip (moment)

base level
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1981 Gulf of Corinth (Mw 6.6)
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Loutraki

A. Hubert et al
wavelength of uplift and subsidence is 10-15 km
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sea level 6000 years ago



SPOT image?
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subsidence
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Corinth, 1981

Corinth 1981, sinking coastline
uplift



Loutraki

BIG faults control the topography, geomorphology and stratigraphy

...because they have bigger offsets, and affect a bigger wavelength, than small faults

T. Wright1985 Dinar, Turkey



12 km
T. Wright1985 Dinar, Turkey

note the asymmetry
and wavelength
of the deformation

planar faulting



ruptures at the surface are often vertical fissures



Corinth 1981

TILTING

Coseismic tilting is not all recoverable, and leads to permanent rotations 



Athens



M. Goldsworthy

tilting…originally horizontal lake sediments, now dipping 5-20o



M. Goldsworthy

valleys are strongly asymmetric (half-graben)



fault

uplifted late Quaternary marine terraces 
in the footwall of the Xylokastro fault, 
Corinth.

Armijo et al 1996

note the scale of the tilting
Armijo et al 1996

fault

North South



Faults have ends (segmentation)

Gulf of Corinth

10 km

...which influences drainage



Fault steps (relays)



Faults have ends (segmentation)

Gulf of Corinth

10 km
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Minor deformation in the fault relay (step)



erosion

axial
stream

Using geomorphology to recognize active normal faults 

Competing effects:
erosion
retreat of drainage divide
sedimentation
tilting

Mary Goldsworthy

Faults with hard limestone footwalls

Mary Goldsworthy



Faults with hard limestone footwalls

Mary Goldsworthy

Faults with softer schist footwalls

flat iron

...drainage divide is retreating

Mary Goldsworthy



Faults with schist footwalls

Mary Goldsworthy

Faults with very soft sediment footwalls

Leontari fault, Thiva basin, Greece



Faults with very soft sediment footwalls

parallel streams
on dip slope

Mary Goldsworthy

Faults with very soft sediment footwalls

Mary Goldsworthy



Fault interactions and relative activity

Bralos, Greece

drainage
divide

limit of
river
incision

Bralos, Greece



Bralos drainage divide from Oti

note the scale of tiltingMary Goldsworthy Bralos, Greece



Fault interactions and relative activity

Megara Basin
Mary Goldsworthy

Megara Basin Mary Goldsworthy



Megara Basin

Megara

drainage
divide

limit of
incision


